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By any measure, the Dell Computer Corporation's direct sales model is one of the most successful strategic innovations
of the past 15 years. With the deceptively.

We can find out what people want fairly quickly by talking to a customer set, and then test it on the Web site.
While industry pioneers like Apple Computer Inc. Worldwide the indirect channel accounts for two-thirds of
sales, and the dealer segment is larger than retail. Industry-standard enterprise hardware and integrated
systems management tools enable organizations to pay as they grow and as demand dictates. Key objectives
were to reduce costs, for customers and for Dell, and to improve customer relationships. Dell waits until the
cost of that technology falls low enough for it to be stuffed into computers at state-of-the-art factories and then
sold direct at a cheap price, which allows the company to drive for share. Our processes are by definition
dynamic, and what we insist upon is massive communication. One bold concept â€” direct customer contact
â€” has made Dell one of the most successful companies in the world. However, due to similar culture, beliefs
and proximity of manufacturing operations, the recovery effort was incredibly fast with the aid of local firms.
In addition, Dell offered customizable options that proved to be customer-centric and attractive. Its major
customers include Ford, Boeing and Texaco, as well as Federal, state and local governments. It's one way to
handle growth: Don't make the job so large that mere mortals can't handle it. Engaging the entire company â€”
from manufacturing to engineering to sales to support staff â€” in the process of understanding customer
requirements became a constant focus of management, energy, training, and employee education," writes
Michael Dell. Using these various marketing and operational strategies, Dell remains a leading company
amongst competitors, and it continues to expand into new, unexplored regions. As it was written in IDC press
release "Notebook purchases are driving consumers beyond one PC per household to one PC per person and
manufacturers are reacting by focusing their attention on customization and personalization. The plan
envisaged Alienware continuing to operate independently under its existing management. We are a really
superb product integrator. For example, labour costs in Malaysia are lower than in neighbouring Singapore,
but the quality of labour remains comparatively high. Dell introduced also its first custom custom-made web
links for customers. Despite the rapid growth of Dell and the other direct sellers, they remain a minority in the
PC industry, and most suppliers' models are based on customers buying substantial inventories, not relying on
just-in-time shipments. In Dell began selling computers via its web site. Eckert conceded that the company is
still lacking hard numbers when it comes to incremental sales gains. This is particularly important in the PC
industry, where component prices are always falling as suppliers introduce faster chips, more capacious disk
drives and higher-bandwidth communications devices. Dell and the board, Mr. For example, it entered into a
partnership with one of its competitors, EMC, that led to sales of more than a billion dollars worth of
midrange and entry-level storage products. Dell was not able to gain a sustained competitive advantage due to
its reliance on the direct sales model and traditional business strategies. Dell Inc. Dell tells the story today,
there was no moment of blinding insight, but instead a gradual evolution as the model changed to suit his
growing company. And because of the direct model, and Dell's deployment of state-of-the-art information
systems, the company is awash in customer input.


